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WILLIAM MILLER, 6675 Whitley Terrace, Hollywood,
California, telephone Ho 4-4785, advised at his residence
on November 29, 1963, that he is currently unemployed, has
in the past been the operator of various night clubs, and
in addition, has been one to obtain entertainment for night
clubs .
MILLER related that he did not know RUBY personally
and to his knowledW bad never seen him in person or had any
contact with him except for one telephone conversation sometime
in 1963 . He stated that he did not know the exact date but
believed it to be sometime in the spring of 1963 . He stated that
he had received a telephone call from Dallas, Texas, from RUBY
In which RUBY had asked MILLER if he could obtain some girls to
help sponsor an amateur striptease contest in his Dallas clubs .
MILLER stated that he would be unable to do so . For any efforts
on the part of MILLER in obtaining the girls, RUBY was to send
MILLER some Wilkenson razor blades, a new type of blade made in
England . This was never done .
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and that MC WILLIE had furnished MILLER's name and phone
number to RUBY as a show business contact who might help
him with his Union problems .
MILLER related that in the event that he was needed
for any further information concerning any matter that he
could be reached at 44e Ho 4-4785 number .

MILLER stated that RUBY advised that he was acquainted
with one MC WILLIE who had worked for MILLER as a pit boss at
the Riverside Hotel in Reno, Nevada, at a time when MILLER had
an interest in the hotel .
MILLER advised that RUBY stated he was having trouble
with the Union in Dallas regarding amateur nights . RUBY said
that the Union would not let him run the amateur strip nights,
but that his competitors were doing so . RUBY asked MILLER if he
coup help him by virtue of his contacts with show business . MILLER
stated he called IRVIN MAZZEI, Regional Director of Associated
Guild of Variety Artists in Los Angeles and told MAZZEI he was
calling for a friend, JACK RUBY, in Dallas concerning Union trouble
and problems with RUBY's competitors in Dallas . MAZZEI told
MILLER he would look into the matter further .
MILLER added that the original call came to his residence,
but at the time he was at the home of TED LEFF in Beverly Hills and
subsequently had the call transferred to the LEFF phone OR 1-9','22 .
MILLER said that he had recently talked to MC WILLIE at
the Thunderbird Hotel in Las Vegas where MC WILLIE is employed,
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